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Abstract. Mixed fruit-vegetable cropping systems are a promising way of ensuring environmentally sustainable agricultural production systems in response to
the challenge of being able to fulfill local market requirements. Indeed, they combine productions and they make a better use of biodiversity. These agroforestry
systems are based on a complex set of interactions modifying the utilization of
light, water and nutrients. Thus, designing such a system must optimize the use of
these resources: by maximizing positive interactions (facilitation) and minimizing
negative ones (competition). To attain these objectives, the system’s design has
to include the spatial and temporal dimensions, taking into account the evolution
of above- and belowground interactions over a time horizon. For that, we define
the Mixed Fruit-Vegetable Crop Allocation Problem (MFVCAP) using a discrete
representation of the land and the interactions between vegetable crops and fruit
trees. First, we give a direct formulation as a binary quadratic program (BQP).
Then we reformulate the problem using a Benders decomposition approach. The
master problem has 0/1 binary variables and deals with tree positioning. The subproblem deals with crop quantities. The BQP objective function becomes linear
in the continuous subproblem by exploiting the fact that it depends only on the
quantity of crops assigned to land units having shade, root, or nothing. This problem decomposition allows us to reformulate the MFVCAP into a Mixed Integer
linear Program (MIP). The detailed spatial-temporal crop allocation plan is easy
to obtain after solving the MIP. Experimental results show the efficiency of our
approach compared to a direct solving of the original BQP formulation.
Keywords: agroecology, spatial and temporal crop allocation problem, binary
quadratic programming, mixed integer programming, Benders decomposition
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Introduction

Agroforestry systems are one of the sustainable approaches that have received considerable research attention over the past with a view to ensure high productions, ecosystem
services and environmental benefits [11]. These systems combine two principal landuse sciences: agriculture and forestry. However, to our knowledge, none of the several
studies conducted on agroforestry systems has specifically examined the combination
of vegetable crops with fruit trees using a modeling approach. Accordingly, the aim of
the present study is to design mixed fruit-vegetable cropping systems, represented as a
spatial-temporal crop allocation problem. Nonetheless, unlike existing studies in which

allocation concerns only annual crops (see Section 2), our approach allocates both annual vegetable crops and perennial fruit trees on the same land while optimizing aboveand belowground interactions resulting from this combination [4].
To assess the validity of different modeling choices to design mixed fruit-vegetable
cropping systems, we built a first prototype using a Binary Quadratic Programming
formulation of the Mixed Fruit-Vegetable Crop Allocation Problem [15]. This model
allocates fruit trees and vegetable crops while optimizing interactions between them
and minimizing the dispersion of vegetable crops. Such crops must be allocated so that
to change their positions between two successive periods (i.e., crop rotation).The aim
of this preliminary work was to examine the ability of state-of-the-art exact solver IBM
ILOG CPLEX in solving MFVCAP in order to support farmers in their crop allocation
strategies. Depending on various modeling simplifications (without crop rotation nor
crop dispersion), CPLEX was able to solve in about one hour CPU time a small piece of
land divided into 10 × 10 land units, each one contains either a tree or a crop (among
6 possible ones including bare soil), over a time horizon divided into three periods of
four seasons (except the first period with only one season starting in autumn).
We further improved the results by exploiting a Benders decomposition of the problem. The master problem deals with tree positioning and is a 0/1 linear program. The
BQP objective function becomes linear in the continuous subproblem by exploiting
the fact that it depends on crop quantities assigned to land units having shade, root
or nothing. The final spatial-temporal crop allocation is obtained in post-processing.
This decomposition allows us to reformulate the MFVCAP into a Mixed Integer linear
Program.
Section 2 recaps related work. Section 3 gives an informal definition of MFVCAP
followed by its BQP formulation. Section 4 describes our main contribution by reformulating MFVCAP into MIP. Section 5 presents computational experiments for various
scenarii and land sizes. We conclude in Section 6.
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Related work

Every year, farmers have to allocate their lands to different crops with respect to physical (water use) and chemical (fertilizers, pesticides, etc.) soil properties. To support
farmers in these complex decisions, numerous studies [7] have been conducted on cropping plan and crop rotation decisions since they have a major impact on crop productions. Mathematical programming is widely used in this area [9]. For example, Linear
Programming (LP) flow models for agricultural planning are proposed in [8, 10, 6], to
find an optimal crop rotation that maximizes profits for a given selection of crops on a
given piece of land. Compared to these LP flow models, [2] proposes a MIP flow model
that minimizes the surface area needed to cover crop demands (aspect of sustainability)
that vary over time rather than maximizing incomes. This problem was proven to be
strongly NP-hard in [3] and was reformulated as a 0/1 LP compact formulation based
on crop-sequence graphs, then as an extended formulation with a polynomial-time pricing problem and a Branch-and-Price-and-Cut algorithm with adapted branching rules
and cutting planes. Many other papers propose a column generation approach [13] to
model cropping plan and cropping rotations. In this sense, column generation with

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition was applied in [18] to maximize the land use subject to
neighborhood and succession restrictions for crops of the same botanic family. Column
generation was also used in [17], but for a more complex MIP: a crop rotation problem
with lands divided into plots where the continuous variables represent the surface areas
assigned to a given rotation.
Artificial intelligence methods were also employed for solving cropping plan and
crop rotation problems. In this direction, [19] used the classical Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) formalism to develop whole-farm crop rotation plans on a specific farm,
whereas [1] proposed a Weighted Constraint Satisfaction Problem (WCSP) formalism
to solve the spatial-temporal crop allocation planning problem for a medium-size virtual
farm. Agent-based simulations are also used in this area. In this sense, [20] presents an
application of a multi-agent architecture based on the BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention)
paradigm and the belief theory to simulate cropping plan decision-making.
Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, none of the several studies conducted on
cropping plan has specifically examined the allocation of annual crops (vegetable) with
perennial ones (trees) using a modeling approach. Hence the originality of our model.

3

Mixed Fruit-Vegetable Crop Allocation Problem as BQP

MFVCAP is a spatial-temporal crop allocation problem in which crops are assigned to
a piece of land over a time horizon. We discretize the land as a square of l × l cells;
every cell represents a unit land area allocated to a fruit tree, a vegetable crop or a
bare soil. In this study, we consider only one type of fruit tree, apple tree, which we
plant at the beginning of the time horizon. For vegetable crops, we chose a selection
that would allow for variable planting dates along the year and would need different
cropping durations: lettuce, tomato, onion, melon and carrot. We added a green manure
as it is a required practice for the restoration of soil fertility. Indeed, to represent these
crops as time passes, we consider a time horizon divided into three periods of four seasons according to tree growth stages: period P1 corresponds to young trees (sprouts),
P2 to intermediate growing trees not yet producing fruits (saplings), and P3 to mature
trees. Each tree growing period represents a one-year rotation, except P1 which is represented by only one season for the fact that there are no vegetable crops at this period,
only green manure to fertilize the soil. Therefore, we have nine time intervals, and thus
nine grids of l × l land units.
We consider classical interactions observed generally in agroforestry systems, due
to root extension dynamics [23, 22] as belowground interactions, and microclimate
modifications and crop sensitivity to shade (based on solar radiation interception simulation of an apple tree) as above interactions. We model the evolution of the tree root
system in three periods as shown in Fig. 1. The shade of a tree takes place only in the
spring and summer seasons and we model it as a fixed area orientated to the North of
the tree (see Fig. 1).
Moreover, we define operation rules related to the organization of crops in the field:
a minimal space between trees allowing them a non-conflict growth and a better light
distribution (see Fig. 2), and a minimum (and maximum) number of land units to be
allocated to each crop, in order to diversify the food at a given season (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Surface view of root (a) and shade (b) extensions. Blue cells host trees, and checked cells
host roots/shade in periods P1, P2, and P3.

Fig. 2. Minimum space between trees.
The blue cell hosts a tree, and checked
cells are forbidden for other trees.

Fig. 3. Minimum and maximum crop quantities as a percentage of the total grid area.

We consider the following binary variables in order to formulate the MFVCAP as a
Binary Quadratic Program (BQP):
•
•
•
•

cropt,c
x,y = 1 iff land unit of coordinates x, y has crop c at time t,
treex,y = 1 iff land unit of coordinates x, y has a tree,
shadex,y = 1 iff land unit of coordinates x, y has shade,
rootpx,y = 1 iff land unit x, y has roots at period p.

Let L = {1, . . . , l} be a set of horizontal/vertical land unit positions of a square piece
of land discretized as a l × l grid with top-left (i.e., North-West) corner having coordinates (x = 1, y = 1), ζ a set of crops, T a set of time steps (corresponding to seasons,
starting in autumn), and P a set of periods of tree growth stages, with Tp the set of time
steps at each period p ∈ P . In our experiments, we vary l and use a fixed ζ,
ζ = {onion, melon, lettuce, carrot, tomato, green manure, bare soil}, T = {1, ..., 9},
P = {1, 2, 3}, T1 = {1} ∼ {autumn}, T2 = {2, 3, 4, 5}, T3 = {6, 7, 8, 9} ∼ {winter,
spring, summer, autumn}.

Concerning the objective function, we minimize the following quadratic function (minimization instead of maximization as in [15] and without crop dispersion):
(1)

min

X

[At,c × shadex,y + B t,c × rootpx,y + C t,c ] × cropt,c
x,y

p∈P,t∈Tp ,c∈ζ,x∈L,y∈L

with coefficients At,c related to the degree of crop sensitivity to shade at a particular
season (without shade at the first period, i.e., A1,c = 0), B t,c related to interactions
generated by root systems of trees and vegetable crops at a particular season (competition or sharing for water), and C t,c related to the crop selection whatever presence or

absence of shade and tree roots at a given land unit. Specific values of these coefficients
have been previously defined by agronomists in [21, 15].
To complete the mathematical model, we define the following linear constraints:

A crop or a tree in each land unit
X
2
treex,y +
cropt,c
x,y = 1 (∀t ∈ T, ∀x, y ∈ L )

(2)

c∈C

Minimal space between trees (see Fig.2)
treex,y + treex+1,y ≤ 1 (∀x ∈ L − {l}, ∀y ∈ L)

(3)

treex,y + treex,y+1 ≤ 1 (∀x ∈ L, ∀y ∈ L − {l})

(4)

No trees on East and West borders
(5)

treex,l = 0 (∀x ∈ L)

(6)

tree1,y = 0 (∀y ∈ L)

Definition of shade in the North, East, and West of a tree (Fig.1)
X
(7)
treex+i,y+j − 6shadex,y ≤ 0 (∀x, y ∈ L2 )
i∈{max(1−x,−1),...,min(l−x,1)}
j∈{0,...,min(l−y,1)}

X

(8) shadex,y −

treex+i,y+j ≤ 0 (∀x, y ∈ L2 )

i∈{max(1−x,−1),...,min(l−x,1)}
j∈{0,...,min(l−y,1)}

Evolution of tree roots (Fig.1)
root1x,y − treex,y = 0 (∀x, y ∈ L2 )

(9)
X

(10)

p
2
rootp−1
x+i,y+j − 9rootx,y ≤ 0 (∀x, y ∈ L , ∀p ∈ {2, 3})

i∈{max(1−x,−1),...,min(l−x,1)}
j∈{max(1−y,−1),...,min(l−y,1)}

(11)

X

rootpx,y −

2
rootp−1
x+i,y+j ≤ 0 (∀x, y ∈ L , ∀p ∈ {2, 3})

i∈{max(1−x,−1),...,min(l−x,1)}
j∈{max(1−y,−1),...,min(l−y,1)}

(12)

Vertical symmetry breaking constraint
X
treex,y −
treex,y ≤ 0

X

x∈{(l−bl/2c+1),...,l},y∈L

(13)

x∈{1,...,bl/2c},y∈L

Minimum and maximum crop quantities (Fig.3)
X
t,c
minBalancet,c ≤
cropt,c
x,y ≤ maxBalance

(∀t ∈ T, ∀c ∈ ζ)

x,y

Crops growing during two consecutive seasons
(14)

t+1,c
cropt,c
=0
x,y − cropx,y

(∀p∈P,t=fc (Tp ),∀x,y∈L2 ,∀c∈
{onion,tomato,carrot,manure})

where fc (Tp ) returns if available the (unique) time step corresponding to the crop c
planting season in Tp at period p for crops growing during two consecutive seasons
(manure is planted in autumn, e.g., fmanure (T1 ) = 1, onion and tomato in spring,
fonion∨tomato (T2 ) = 3, and carrot in summer, fcarrot (T3 ) = 8). Compared to the original formulation in [15], we simplify the problem by removing crop rotation constraints
and crop dispersion, and we add a symmetry breaking constraint (Eq. (12)).
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Reformulation as a MIP by using a Benders Decomposition with
Crop Quantity Variables

We apply a Benders decomposition approach [5, 16] in order to separate the MFVCAP into two parts: (i) tree positioning and (ii) crop production optimizing aboveand belowground interactions over time. Problem (i) will correspond to the reduced
master problem (MP) in the Benders approach and problem (ii) to the subproblem
(SP). The master problem keeps the binary variables treex,y , shadex,y , and rootpx,y ,
and the associated constraints (3)-(12). The remaining constraints (13)-(14) belong to
the subproblem. The master problem communicates with the subproblem by introducing new integer
P variables (and constraints) corresponding to the number of trees,
i.e.,
trees
=
x,y∈L2 treex,y , the number of shade land units for crops, shades =
P
− trees, and the number of root land units for crops at each period,
x,y
x,y∈L2 shade
P
rootsp = x,y∈L2 rootpx,y − trees. Recall that there are no shade nor roots land units
available for crops at the first period (i.e., roots1 = 0).
These extra variables trees, shades, rootsp will be taken as constants in the subproblem. Instead of having cropt,c
x,y binary variables here, we replace them by crop
quantities for each type of land unit configuration. Because at any land unit, shade at
periods 2 and 3 implies roots (see Eq. (7)-(11) and Fig. 1), we distinguish three possible configurations: land units having shade and roots (sr), land units having roots only
(s̄r), and land units having no shade and no roots (s̄r̄). The corresponding crop quantity
t,c
t,c
non-negative real variables are respectively: qcrop t,c
sr , qcrop s̄r , and qcrop s̄r̄ , which defines a partition of all the land units excluding trees (the sum of which equals qcrop t,c ,
see Eq. (16)-(17)). Adding Eq. (18)-(19) ensures a feasible allocation w.r.t. land units
having shade or roots and no trees. The subproblem has now a linear objective function,
min

(15)

X

t,c
t,c
(At,c + B t,c )qcrop t,c
qcrop t,c
qcrop t,c
sr + B
s̄r + C

t∈T,c∈ζ

such that,
(16)
(17)

t,c
t,c
t,c
qcrop t,c
=
0
(∀t ∈ T, c ∈ ζ)
sr + qcrop s̄r + qcrop s̄r̄ − qcrop
X
t,c
2
qcrop = l − trees (∀t ∈ T )
c∈ζ

X

(18)

qcrop t,c
sr = shades (∀t ∈ T \ {1})

c∈ζ

(19)

X

t,c
qcrop t,c
sr + qcrop s̄r =

rootsp

(∀p ∈ P, t ∈ Tp )

c∈ζ

(20)minBalancet,c ≤ qcrop t,c ≤ maxBalancet,c

(∀t ∈ T, c ∈ ζ)

(21)

qcrop t,c − qcrop t+1,c =

0

(∀p∈P,t=fc (Tp ),∀c∈{onion,tomato,carrot,manure})

(22)

t+1,c
qcrop t,c
=
sr − qcrop sr

0

(∀p∈P \{1},t=fc (Tp ),∀c∈{onion,tomato,carrot,manure})

(23)

t+1,c
qcrop t,c
=
s̄r − qcrop s̄r

0

(∀p∈P \{1},t=fc (Tp ),∀c∈{
onion,tomato,carrot})

(24)

qcrop t,manure
− qcrop t+1,manure
≤
s̄r
s̄r

0

(∀p∈P,t=fmanure (Tp ))

t,c
Because variables qcrop t,c
s̄r̄ appear only in Eq. 16, such as slack variables (qcrop s̄r̄ =
t,c
t,c
t,c
qcrop − qcrop sr − qcrop s̄r ), we can remove them, replacing Eq. 16 by

(25)

t,c
t,c
qcrop t,c
≤ 0 (∀t ∈ T, c ∈ ζ)
sr + qcrop s̄r − qcrop

Notice that the number of land units with shade or roots does not change inside a
given period, thus the quantities of crops growing on two consecutive seasons within
the same period (except the first) that are allocated to shade or roots must remain the
same (Eq. (22)-(23)). Conversely, two-season duration crops like manure that overlap
two periods can be allocated to more land units with roots (and no shade) in their second
period than in their first period (Eq. (24)). It makes a supplementary partition between
land units having no roots at period 2 and roots at period 3. This will be taken into
account when reconstructing a complete allocation plan (see Alg. 1, line 5 and below).
In conclusion, the subproblem deals with crop production over time but not with
crop allocation on every land units, resulting in a linear objective function instead of
the original quadratic one. It is easy to verify that Eq. (15) is equivalent to Eq. (1).
Without constraints (21)-(24) dealing with two-season duration crops, the subproblem can easily be cast as a set of independent minimum-cost flow problems for every
season with maximum flow equal to l2 − trees, and with demands (minBalance) and
capacities (maxBalance, l2 − trees, shades, rootsp ) given as integer constants. See
an example in Fig. 4. It is therefore totally unimodular, with integer optimal solutions.
Two-season crops add a chain of equality/inequality binary constraints between crop
quantities of consecutive seasons that preserves the integrality property.
To ensure that the subproblem is always feasible, the master problem has to assign
trees so as to keep enough land units to be allocated to crops (in the subproblem) satisfying the crop production demands (Eq. 20). This is expressed by the following equations:
(26)

trees ≤ l2 −

X

minBalancet,c ≤ l2 ≤

X

minBalancet,c (∀t ∈ T )

c∈ζ

(27)

X
c∈ζ

maxBalancet,c (∀t ∈ T )

c∈ζ

To summarize, we have decomposed the original problem in a master and subproblem by adding extra channeling variables (trees, shades, rootsp ) also resulting in a
linear objective function. Because these variables occur as linear terms in MP and SP
(Eq.(17)-(19)), we can reformulate the initial problem by the conjunction of the master (MP) and subproblem (SP), i.e., Eq.(3)-(12);(17)-(26) with linear objective Eq.(15),
resulting in a Mixed Integer linear Program. This MIP can be solved directly or using
a Benders decomposition approach with integer binary variables in the master problem
and continuous variables in the subproblem as shown above and implemented in the
last version of IBM ILOG cplex solver (v12.7).
Building a complete allocation plan
It remains to build from the MIP solution a complete crop allocation plan with spatialtemporal crop variables cropt,c
x,y correctly assigned. The MIP solution gives the positions of trees, shades, and roots at every period. It also gives the crop quantities depending on land unit configurations. In principle, we could allocate randomly qcrop t,c
sr
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Fig. 4. Crop production in summer at period 2, regardless of two-season crop constraints, for
a 10x10 grid as a minimum-cost flow problem with non-zero edge costs and in parentheses,
demands and capacities. We define rt2 = roots2 − shades and nt2 = 100 − trees − roots2 .

t,c
(respectively qcrop t,c
s̄r , qcrop s̄r̄ ) land units of crop c among free land units having shade
and roots (resp. roots only, no shade nor roots) at each time step t and for every crop
c. This is not as simple for two-season duration crops. For these crops c, every assignment of a particular land unit x, y at planting time t must be assigned to the same
t+1,c
crop at time t + 1, i.e., cropt,c
x,y = cropx,y . Moreover, for manure, which spans
over two consecutive periods at t and t + 1, a specific assignment procedure must
t+1,manure
be done. In case we have qcrop t,manure
< qcrop s̄r
, then we need to find
s̄r
t+1,manure
t,manure
qcrop s̄r
− qcrop s̄r
land units without roots at time t and with roots at
time t + 1 when allocating qcrop t,manure
land units to manure at time t in order to
s̄r̄
preserve a constant overall quantity of manure at times t and t + 1. The remaining land
t+1,manure
units qcrop t,manure
− (qcrop s̄r
− qcrop t,manure
) are chosen arbitrary among
s̄r̄
s̄r
land units without roots. Because the two-season crops impose a chain of binary equality/inequality constraints (Eq. (21)-(24)) spanning from spring to winter, we need to
build the allocation plan following a temporal order. We use a decreasing order starting
in autumn of period 3 in order to satisfy the more complex manure constraint (Eq. (24))
before the other two-season crop equality constraints (see Fig. 5 and Alg. 1 line 3). By
doing so, our greedy algorithm, Algorithm 1, building the complete allocation plan, is
correct and does not require sophisticated constraint propagation techniques.
Instead of allocating crops to land units randomly, we look for the nearest1 free
land unit to the top-left corner of the piece of land when doing the assignment of a
given crop quantity to land units. It has the effect to reduce horizontal crop dispersion.
Furthermore, we allocate crops following a reverse order between periods 3 and 2 (see
Fig. 5 and Alg. 1 line 4). It tends to favor crop rotation between two successive periods.

5

Experimental Results

To assess the impact of above and belowground interactions, we performed simulations
on three scenarii: scenario Above gives a significant importance to above interactions by
1

Minimizing the y-axis distance first, then the x-axis. See Alg. 1 lines 1-2.

Fig. 5. Rules to build a complete allocation plan. Reverse order of time steps starting from autumn
of period 3 to satisfy the equality/inequality constraints of two-season crops. Reverse order of
crops between period 2 and period 3 to favor crop rotation.

multiplying the effect values related to shade by 10, similarly scenario Below attaches
a great importance to roots by multiplying their effect values by 10 and the last scenario
Equilibrate ascribes equal importance to the impact of both above and belowground
interactions.
We solved these scenarii using IBM ILOG cplex v12.7 with its new fully-automatic
Benders decomposition strategy for the MIP formulation and with default options for
the BQP formulation, except saving the branch-and-bound tree to disk and using 4
cores of an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 at 2.5 GHz with 256GB running Linux Debian
8.7. By comparing the real time taken by BQP formulation and MIP formulation to find
an optimal solution and prove its optimality (see Fig. 6), we observed that the MIP is
several orders of magnitude faster than the BQP in all scenarii.

Real time in seconds (logscale)
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18
Problem size (squared number of land units)

20

Fig. 6. Solving time in seconds taken by BQP and MIP formulations to solve the MFVCAP.

To analyze the obtained results, Figure 7 shows as an example the crop allocation
plan of a piece of land of 15x15 land units for scenarii Equilibrate, Below, and Above.
We note that these solutions satisfy the constraints on minimal space between trees

Algorithm 1: Build a complete crop allocation plan.
t,c
t,c
Input: treex,y , shadex,y , rootpx,y , qcrop t,c
sr , qcrop s̄r , qcrop s̄r̄
t,c
Output: cropx,y

1
2

0
0
Procedure Allocate(qcrop t,c
type , t, c, p, type, p , type )
if (t < max(T ) ∧ twoseason(c) ∧ fc (Tp ) = t) then return;
for y ← 1 to l do
for x ← 1 to l do
if (qcrop t,c
type = 0) then return;
if (f reetx,y ∧ Type(p, x, y) = type ∧ Type(p0 , x, y) = type0 ) then
f reetx,y ← false ;
t,c
qcrop t,c
type ← qcrop type − 1 ;
0

0
t,c
cropt,c
x,y ← 1, ∀c ∈ ζ \ {c}, cropx,y ← 0 ;
if (twoseason(c) ∧ fc (Tp ) < t) then
f reet−1
x,y ← false ;
0
t−1,c
cropx,y ← 1, ∀c0 ∈ ζ \ {c}, cropt−1,c
←0;
x,y

3

4

5

Special Boolean array f reetx,y to identify which land units remain available for crops;
∀x ∈ L, y ∈ L, t ∈ T, if (treex,y = 1) then f reetx,y ← false else f reetx,y ← true;
for t ← max(T ) to 2 do
Reverse order of crops between periods P2 and P3;
if (t ≥ min(T3 )) then ζ ← ζ3 ; p ← 3 else ζ ← ζ2 ; p ← 2;
foreach (c ∈ ζ) do
Allocate(qcrop t,c
sr , t, c, p, sr, p, sr) ;
if (c = manure ∧ t < max(T )) then
Allocate(qcrop t−1,c
, t, c, p, s̄r, p − 1, s̄r) ;
s̄r
t−1,c
Allocate(qcrop t,c
, t, c, p, s̄r, p − 1, s̄r̄) ;
s̄r − qcrop s̄r
t,c
else Allocate(qcrop s̄r , t, c, p, s̄r, p, s̄r);
t,c
Allocate(qcrop s̄r̄
, t, c, p, s̄r̄, p, s̄r̄) ;

and consecutive crops. The main differences between these scenarii are the number
and position of trees and crops. For scenario Equilibrate, we observe a high density of
trees, caused by the overall negative effect of interactions. Therefore, to reduce these
negative effects while ensuring the minimum allowed production of crops, the solver
assigns many land units to trees (not penalized in the objective function) at the expense
of vegetable crops. For scenario Below, trees are grouped together as in a forest to
have less land units related to belowground interactions and thus minimum production
of vegetable crops with negative effects. Consequently, this leads to a clear separation
between the vegetable garden and the orchard, with insertion of some vegetable crops
between trees. This clear separation results in shorter solving times for the MIP formulation, with a piece of land of 20x20 land units solved in less than 100 seconds.
Concerning scenario Above, we notice a spaced disposition of apple trees in sparse
groves. One reason is to ensure a sufficient number of land units of shade for the benefit
of vegetable crops (e.g., tomato is at maximum allowed production in summer).

Fig. 7. Allocation of trees and crops on 15 × 15 land units over two periods for all scenarii.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

We have proposed a MIP reformulation of the Mixed Fruit-Vegetable Crop Allocation
Problem, finding optimal 1-fruit-tree/6-vegetable crop allocation plans for 15 × 15 land
units and 9 time steps in less than 1 hour for scenario Equilibrate.
Further research remains to be done in order to extend our model, e.g., by taking into
account crop rotations in order to avoid soil depletion and to increase pest and disease
natural regulation [7]. To be more realistic w.r.t. real land sizes, we have to solve larger
instances (going from 20-by-20 to roughly 100-by-100 land units). A possible direction
is to try to generalize solutions found at small size to larger sizes by identifying patterns
of tree configurations to be repeated. Although it seems easy to generalize for scenario
Below, it looks more complex for scenarii Equilibrate and Above. Such a generalization
may be further improved by a matheuristic procedure combining local search and linear
programming as it is done on block layout design problems [12, 14].
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